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BRAND

THE ORIGINS OF “MAURO LORENZI PROFUMI” BRAND
“Mauro Lorenzi Profumi” brand was created in 2017, after a year
of research and insights, due to a great passion, since a very
young age of Mauro Lorenzi (age 45), for the art of perfumery
and for artisanal perfumes.
The creator of this brand has developed his youth “crush” for
unique perfumes by travelling in different places (Grasse, Paris,
London and Buenos Aires), although he has a busy schedule
because of his professional commitment (20 years) with an
international telecommunications company. He has enriched
his passion with historical background studies (especially about
perfumes in the Greco-Roman world). He was an avid buyer
of new products imported in Italy and Europe, especially in
France and England. Mauro Lorenzi was particularly interested
in finding out the essences and to analyse, at an expert level,
the main notes, the perfume pyramid, the fragrances and their
raw material and the natural geographical origins.
Thus, Mauro Lorenzi decided, with the help of expert designers,
to use his name and surname for the logo of the brand, which
proves the reliability of the initiative taken. He has founded an
individual company, which he registered with MISE (Ministry of
Economic Development), to start to create, produce and sell the
niche perfumes.
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He was advised and supported for the research, creation,
production and organization of the brand’s first collection by a
prestigious expert. What made him dedicate his first collection
to one of the most sacred religious feasts of the Roman world,
was his love to Rome and his desire to celebrate its ancient
history. This feast exalts the foundation of the Urbe (city) on the
seven hills.
The “SEPTIMONTIUM” feast. From this statement was
established that the perfumes of the Collection would be
seven, a magic number also for the perfumery sector; they
would have the Latin names of the seven hills of Rome
(Aventinus, Caelius, Capitolium, Esquilinus, Palatinus, Quirinalis
and Viminalis); they would be inspired by the floristic variety of
the place, and both urbanistic history and geographic location.
In summer 2010, MLP has displayed a limited-edition collection,
dedicated to Sorrento “Sorrente Nostalgie”, which is composed
by a citrus and an iodized fragrance, “L’Orange” and “La Mer”,
in 50 ml packs.
Moreover, there will be a new collection “POMPEII”, dedicated
to the ancient city of Pompeii. This collection, formed by three
fragrances and inspired by water, fire and air, will be launched
in autumn 2019.
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HOW DID “SEPTIMONTIUM” COLLECTION DEVELOP
“SEPTIMONTIUM” represents not only an innovative perfume
collection, but also, because of its creator, the profound
values of the ancient civilization, that together with the Greek
is the architrave of the Western culture. That is why the seven
perfumes recall characteristics of the hills beyond their
naturalistic aspects.
This project aspires to recall the romans customs and culture
regarding the personal hygiene, the essence obtained from
the cultivation of healing plants in Lazio, or the spices, incense
and resin imported from the Roman Empire provinces, in Orient.
“Mauro Lorenzi Profumi” brand “aspires to regain, through
olfactory, in a modern version, the water civilization, the body
care, the beauty, the elegance, the fascination and memories
of our ancient world, always rich of charm and seduction”,
according to the inventor.
Indeed, the main notes of the seven fragrances include laurel,
rose, oranges for Aventinus; pine, blueberries, berries for
Caelius; amber, agarwood, patchouli (mint) for Capitolium;
cinnamon, spices, incenses for Esquilinus; myrtle, wood
and laurel for Palatinus; myrrh, spices and black pepper
for Quirinalis; iodine, citron and myrtle for Viminalis. These
perfumes, different from one another, celebrate the shelter
and freedom, the love and respect for Nature, the seduction
and transgression, the magic and charm of Orient, the rich
vegetation, the absorption between two cultures and the sea
breeze. “Through this first collection I wanted to pay tribute –
says Lorenzi – to our origins and to the nature of the ancient
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places of my city, which I deeply love, its great beauty and the
magic number of the hills: seven.”
On October the 1st, 2017, about five hundred guests
participated to the inauguration of the elegant “Mauro Lorenzi
Profumi” store, in Rome. They showed great recognition and
enthusiasm wearing the seven cutting-edge niche perfumes
of “SEPTIMONTIUM” Collection. A lot of public figures from
institutions, ministries, tv-shows, journalism and entrepreneur
world were there. The guest of honour and the creator of
the brand, Mauro Lorenzi, confirmed to the press his selling
philosophy: “I will stay true to my belief: perfumes must be
explained, understood in their natural components, tested and
if liked, worn.”
The glamour magazine “EXELLENCE LUXURY” interviewed
Mauro Lorenzi during the inauguration. In this interview
(transcribed in full at pag. 24) are represented the reasons of
this entrepreneurship.

“Through this first collection I wanted
to pay tribute to our origins and to the
nature of the ancient places of my city,
which I deeply love. The great beauty.”
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AVENTINUS
Main notes: laurel, rose, orange
“Aventinus” perfume is composed by basic essences such as
the laurel, the rose and the oranges, which are linked to the
ancient and recent history of this hill.
All three notes transmit contrasting sensations (the delicate
fragrance of the rose against the orange acidity and the
strongest one of laurel), but if mixed with sweet, green and
aromatic notes they harmonize perfectly and recall the nature
of the ancient place, like “refugium”, a shelter used during
battles and wars.

HEAD NOTES:

Laurel
Orange

MIDDLE NOTES:

Patchouli
Rose
Papyrus
Wood of Rose
BASE NOTES:

Musk
Vanilla
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CAELIUS
Main notes: pine, blueberries, berries
“Caelius” perfume is inspired by the most beautiful hill, rich in a
great variety of the Urbe vegetation. Its basic essences such as
pine, blueberries and berries make it fresh and fruity, green and
earthy. These main notes contrast each other, because the pine
has a balsamic note, while the berries (blackcurrant) make the
fragrance warmer due to their sweet, red and harmonised note.
The pine, instead, gives the perfume its main earthy scent.
This fragrance expresses celebration, love and respect of
mankind for Nature.

HEAD NOTES:

Pine
Pink Pepper

MIDDLE NOTES:

Blueberry
Berries

BASE NOTES:

Patcholuli
Benzoino
Sandalwood
Musk
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CAPITOLIUM
Main notes: amber, agarwood, patchouli
“Capitolium” perfume is inspired by the hill founded from the
God Saturn, where they used to celebrate feasts of freedom
and transgression. It is composed of basic, warm, captivating
and sensual essences like amber, cedarwood and patchouli.
The presence of wood and amber place this perfume within the
Oriental wood fragrance family.
Amber is strenghten by patchouli and forms a bond between
agarwood, guaiacum and cedar wood. This fragrance
represents an ode to freedom, sensuality, regeneration and
self-renewal of the new era.

HEAD NOTES:

Jasmin
flowers

MIDDLE NOTES:

Amberwood

BASE NOTES:

Resin fir
Cedarwood
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ESQUILINIUS
Main notes: cinnamon, spices, incenses
“Esquilinus” perfume is inspired by the mysterious and oriental
rituals of Urbe’s hill. Its basic essences are cinnamon, spices
and incenses. Of all the seven perfumes, this is the spiciest,
the woodiest, the most incensed and oriental. The spicy head
note, cinnamon, is the first to hit the nose; meanwhile the rest
of the fragrance warms up with spices and incenses. There are
different type of balsamic incenses and spices, which are hot
and captivating. The perfume invokes the charm and magic of
exotic lands.

HEAD NOTES:

Citrus
Cinnamon

MIDDLE NOTES:

Coriander
Spices
Opium
BASE NOTES:

Incense
Musk
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PALATINUS
Main notes: myrtle, wood, laurel
“Palatinus” perfume is inspired by the Urbe’s central hill,
a residential place for the high society, with “horti” and a
vegetation full of myrtles, laurels, cornelian cherry, and its
basic essences are myrtle, wood and laurel.
It contains mainly fruits and myrtle, both the white and red
ones. It is mixed with dry wood and laurel, which is its green
part. Also, this fragrance represents the floristic variety of the
hill, which enriched the kings, emperors and patricians’ houses.

HEAD NOTES:

Myrtle

MIDDLE NOTES:

Laurel
Cedarwood
Rosewood
BASE NOTES:

Amber Gris
Musk
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QUIRINALIS
Main notes: myrrh, spices, black pepper
“Quirinalis” perfume is inspired by the highest of the seven
hills, and it symbolized, during the Roman Empire, the oriental
culture absorption into the roman civilization. Its basic essences
are myrrh, spices and black pepper. These main notes strongly
characterise the fragrance which belongs to the Oriental spices
fragrance family.
The function of myrrh is to move all the notes towards oriental
characteristics, while the black pepper at the head, leaves
a strong fragrance. This perfume exalts and celebrates the
cultural absorption between two different cultures.

HEAD NOTES:

Black pepper

MIDDLE NOTES:

Spices
Myrrh

BASE NOTES:

Amber
Cedarwood
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VIMINALIS
Main notes: iodine, cedarwood, myrtle
“Viminalis” perfume is inspired by the smallest of the seven
hills, but the only one in contact with the sea breeze. Its main
notes are iodine, cedarwood and myrtle. That is why this
fragrance is presented as a classic fresh iodized marine. The
marine element is dominant. Yet, the base note, the low tide, is
very often intense, and it’s balanced by the cedarwood, while
the myrtle makes it fresher. This perfume, which evokes the sea
breeze, conveys regenerative and revitalizing sensations.

HEAD NOTES:

Myrtle
Water notes

MIDDLE NOTES:

Cedarwood
Amber

BASE NOTES:

Seaweed
Fresh notes
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Does this entrepreneurship, in the high-quality perfumery market,
truly begins as a youth “crush”?
Since I was a child, I have been in love with perfumes, especially the
artisanal ones. I was curious about their composition and how it was able
to harmonize different natural essences. A non-commercial fragrance must
express the personality of the person using it. I am very excited and proud
to have transformed a passion into a small company, which creates and
distributes natural, avant-garde and persistent fragrances. I have been
working for more than a year.
What do you mean by persistent?
Volatile perfumes, also the ones of some famous brands, make people to
use them continuously. So, they create more profits, due to commercial and
marketing reasons, for their producer. They sell more. The perfumes that are
persistent, endure for a long time on the skin and clothes, so they create less
profits for this reason. The niche perfumes, as mines are, must persist. It is
in their nature. Each one with its own personality and an evocative sense of
perfume.
Why did you name your first collection “SEPTIMONTIUM”? Do you
have a strong bond with your city, the capital Rome?
The Septimontium feast, also called the feast of the seven hills, was one
of the most relevant religious celebration of the Roman world, because
it praised the places where the Urbe was founded. My purpose is to pay
tribute to our origins and the beauty and majesty of ancient Rome. I am
deeply in love with my city, our capital.
How did you manage to transform the history, civilization, culture and
the classical antiquity into such strong characterized flagrances?
I did a lot of historical, naturalistic, floristic and urbanistic research. Almost
all the seven hills were studded with amazing floristic areas, woods and rich
vegetation. So, it was easy to find out the basic natural essences. Laurel,
roses and oranges for Aventius. When the flora was not very helpful, the
sea breeze worked for Viminalis, or the use of religious cults of Orient, for
Quirinalis.
Calling the seven perfumes by Latin names represents something
completely new in the fashion world. Aren’t you swimming against the
tide?
This collection does not have only an entrepreneur and economics purpose,
but also a cultural one. Everyone who will be using Aventius, Caelius,
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Capitolium, Esquilinus, Palatinus, Quirinalis or Viminalis will be curious to
understand the origins of our history. I am fully convinced that the names in
Latin have and will have a strong impact in the marketing. At least, I hope
so.
Does number seven have a magical meaning also for you?
In every ancient civilization, the number seven is sacred. To start with
the divine creation. It represents perfection, entirety and universality: it
represents the Universe.
Your aim is that your perfumes must ‘’explain’’ their selves before they
are worn. Why?
Knowing of which natural essences the perfume is made of helps you to
get an idea of the fragrance smell. If I know that Quirinalis represents the
Orient, I will not be surprised by the insistent smell of black pepper, which
reaches your brain very fast.
Do these perfumes know gender diversity?
Absolutely not. Their originality makes them accessible to everyone, without
gender differentiation.
Beside your store Palasciano Street 28, Rome, will your perfumes be
purchased online too?
For the online shopping, it is available the e-commerce website of my brand:
www.maurolorenziprofumi.com
Which one of the seven perfumes you care more? And why?
My perfumes are like my children. I made them so I love them in the same
way.
What Target does this cutting-edge collection of “Mauro Lorenzi
Profumi” aim?
These perfumes are accessible to all, but with a propensity towards
medium-high class society, lover of glamour and luxury. We will offer
them, of course, as a gift to our guests, from the Americans to the Chinese,
Japanese and Russians. They will take with them the Urbe’s perfumes.
Are you thinking of creating other products to offer to the clients,
besides the perfumes?
It is an inevitable expansion process: candles with fragrance are already
available, while air fresheners and body lotion are coming in the way.
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SOCIAL
COMMITMENT

PARTICIPATING IN SOCIAL EVENTS,
AS A SPONSOR
After a first intense year of promoting
and sales and after the continued
presence on national medias, especially
on web (Facebook), “Mauro Lorenzi
Profumi” brand was invited to important
charity events, as a sponsor.
It was a great opportunity for Mauro
Lorenzi to show “SEPTIMONTIUM”
collection to a highly-qualified public
and to succeed and be appreciated. He
also participated in some glamour events
during Christmas 2018.
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TIMELINE
21/07/2018

VICO EQUENSE - Launch of “Sorrente Nostalgie”
summer collection

18/12/2018

ROME - Agreement with Luxory Gym in Via Margutta
54, in Rome, “Mauro Lorenzi Profumi” on sale in the
historical centre of Rome.

12/02/2018

Agenzia il Velino (AGV) MILANO - “Mauro Lorenzi”
Roman brand enters the Fashion World.

14/12/2018

ROME - Beauty and Medicine. Presentation of
“Septimontium” Collection in “TUPERFECTA” of the
Doctor Vanessa Patrizi (aesthetic doctor).

21-01-2018

RAI2 - The perfume creator Mauro Lorenzi live in TG2
(work in progress)

14/12/2018

NAPLES - Beauty and Medicine. Presentation of
“Septimontium” Collection in “TUPERFECTA” of the
Doctor Vanessa Patrizi (aesthetic doctor).

15/01/2018

MILANO - Agreement with the show-room It-Elite of
Milan, via della Spiga, 42.

11/12/2017

Agenzia Il Velino (AGV) ROMA - Brand “Mauro
Lorenzi” “Cenacolo di Natale” sponsor from club
Canova

07/12/2017

ROMA NATALE 2017 - “Mauro Lorenzi Profumi”
sponsor of “cenacolo di natale”, at Palazzo Colonna
for “Club Canova” of Rome

07/12/2018

ROMA - Hotel Baglioni Roma, Excellence Luxory
organizes a glamour evening, in the name of MADE IN
ITALY. With “Mauro Lorenzi Profumi”.

03/12/2018

MAURO LORENZI PROFUMI. The fragrance collections
of the Roman’s brand were present in “Meraviglia” the
flagship of MSC cruises.

23/11/2018

MILANO - BEAUTY. Lo stilista dei profumi, Mauro
Lorenzi, incontra il famoso chirurgo plastico Fiorella
Donati

08/11/2018

“MAZZOLARI”, the most antique perfumery in Milan,
launched the “SEPTIMONTIUM” fragrance collection
by publishing it on its Instagram account.

04/11/2018

ROMA SPAZIO 5. “L’ODORE DELLA PELLE E I
PROFUMI” the dermatological and beauty conference,
Prof MASSIMO PAPI AND THE PERFUME CREATOR
MAURO LORENZI.

22/02/2018

MAURO LORENZI PROFUMI. Fashion Week in Milan,
PRESENTAZIONE, presentation of “Septimontium”
collection IN VIA DELLA SPIGA, 42

28/11/17

ROMA, Canale 21 - Interview with Mauro Lorenzi,
“Mauro Lorenzi Profumi” brand’s creator.

25/11/2017

Campione d’italia - NATALE 2017 - “Mauro Lorenzi
Profumi” sponsor of the charity eveneing “Fondazione
Nuovo Fiore d’Africa”

10/10/2017

ROME - Opening of the store “MAURO LORENZI
PROFUMI” in ROME

30/09/2017

Launch of “Septimontium” collection. The beauty of
Rome within the perfumes.

07/09/2017

Mauro Lorenzi’s perfumes are sponsored by
Excellence Luxury Magazine

STORE
ROMA
STORE MLP Profumi
Via Palasciano, 28, Roma
ROMA
Luxory Gym
Via Margutta, 54, 00187 Roma RM
MILANO
Profumeria “Mazzolari”
Piazzetta Umberto Giordano, 4, 20122 Milano MI
CATANIA
Maternatura Emozioni & Sapori
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 66, 95030 Nicolosi CT
MSC CROCIERE
Yacht Club della nave “Meraviglia”

Sponsored by
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Notes

